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His Mate Brothers Rescue Me
Love comes to the rescue Vet school drop-out Tess Grasso dreams of having her own pet therapy business, but she
meets one disastrous obstacle after another. There's no denying she has a way with animals, so in the meantime she
puts her skills to use at a local no-kill shelter. Between helping her furry companions and a budding relationship with
fellow dog lover Mason Redding, Tess begins to find fresh confidence... What Tess doesn't know is that Mason is
recovering from an accident, hoping to get back to his pro-baseball career. He's afraid the truth will ruin everything-and
he's right. But in the midst of hurt and betrayal, a free-spirited stray Husky enters their lives, and teaches them a few
things about faith, love and forgiveness. Rescue Me Series: A New Leash on Love (Book 1) Sit, Stay, Love (Book 2) My
Forever Home (Book 3) What People Are Saying About Debbie Burns: "Fun and satisfying."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
Beautiful Cathy Callahan found love at the most unexpected time and place...1906 in San Francisco. It was during the
most destructive earthquakes in US history. The trouble is she fell in love a hundred and ten years before she was born.
Could her best friend Dawn, keep her from staying in the past? Meet the most powerful time traveler of them all, a lovable
Golden Retriever named Hickory Dickory Doc. Discover his unique and surprising origin. Follow the adventures of the
Time Pilgrims as they travel to many fascinating times of the past. Go with Katya and Cyrus to England where they
investigate the appearance of the Titanic in the Southampton docks, meet the Beatles and experience the London Blitz
firsthand. Chase a mysterious man across time with Lesley and Seth as they experience three romantic world's fairs in
Chicago—1893, 1933 and 2033. During one, Lesley runs into her teenaged self.
Lillian Dalgaard, or Lilly to her friends, is the future Queen of Zidiah, a strong, powerful, rare wolf shifter and part vampire.
With capabilities like no other, only a strong Alpha wolf will do as Lilly's mate. However, the mate she gains is not one
she wants.Bastian is a powerful Alpha in his own right and runs his pack with an iron fist. He has no tolerance for rogues
and even less for Lillian Dalgaard. When Bastain's men kidnap Lilly, locking her in Greenrock packs cells, they have no
clue what they've set in motion. Realising that Lilly is his mate, Bastian rejects her on the spot, not realising he just
rejected the future Queen and Omerian wolf that all men wish was theirs, leaving her to die. When the realisation hits,
Bastian knows his only choice is to accept Lilly, or it could mean the end of both of them. Lilly, however, has other ideas.
She will not accept Bastian, no matter what it costs. Lilly will fight for what's right, and Bastian Ashworth has no business
believing that he can write the wrongs of the past between them. Will Bastain be able to show Lillian how wrong he was?
Or will her mighty wolf tear him to shreds before the eyes of his pack?
A five book set filled with lots of steamy love and exciting tension! The entire series - 40% off individual book prices!
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(Bonus Material: Damien's Return - a novella!) Resisting His Seduction They battled from the courtroom to the streets
and eventually…in the bedroom. Quinn did everything in her power to resist the temptation that was Bryce Steele. She
had to…he was the enemy! She’d called him every name in the book and had his legal team playing catch up. But Bryce
couldn’t ignore his fascination with her fiery hair or the way she melted in his arms. Now his challenge was getting the
beautiful woman to see their differences as assets…and he was more than willing to teach her that magical fact…as soon
as he could get her into bed. In the Boss' Bed Standing in the doorway to his office, Zeke Steele is floored by the woman
tsking at the chaos. Five minutes before, his mind had been focused on the chaos. Now his mind couldn’t get past her
dark curls, her luscious figure. In that moment, Zeke realized that his bachelor days were over. And yet, he laughed when
he overheard the vivacious Marcy telling one of his ex-lovers that he was gay. Marcy had been working for the amazingly
handsome and overly buff Teague Steele for a long time, but thought of him as her big brother. Not so when she faced
off with Zeke Steele! He made her burn! He caused images to flash through her mind – completely inappropriate images!
Seducing His Wife Love at first sight…a whirlwind romance…a Las Vegas wedding followed by passionate days and nights
spent in bed. Then…regret. Gabriella couldn’t believe what she’d done and ran from the powerful feelings that Teague
Steele generated in her. She couldn’t…wouldn’t…stay with a man like Teague! A year, Gabriella comes back to Seattle
and she just needs a signature. One simple signature that would finalize the crazy weekend she’d spent with Teague.
He might be the man of her dreams, but he could also be her nightmare. Unfortunately, the lust and laughter were still
there. A whole year…Teague had been trying to get over her for a year! But the first time she shows up at the construction
site, he knows that his efforts had failed. He still wanted Gabby. And he was determined to show her that they could
work. A Taste of Paradise Revenge. It was the only way her brother could get on with his life. If Gaia could steer the
revenge towards the Steele brothers, make the revenge less horrible, then she was going to do it. She’d do anything to
help her brother move on with his life. She hadn’t counted on Logan Steele being the most devastatingly handsome man
she’d ever seen in her life. Nor had she counted on his brilliance. Or the excitement of trying to make her vision into a
reality. Logan watched the beautiful blonde woman enter his office and knew with every ounce of his being that she
would be his. Figuring out what she was hiding – and protecting her from that issue, was his next challenge. Something
was wrong – seriously wrong and he needed Gaia to trust him. Gaining that trust would be harder than he’d ever thought
possible. Defying His Charm Naya had rules! She had a life plan that worked for her! Go to the gym, eat salads and
broccoli. Focus on her career and steer clear of Luke Steele! The first part of the plan…well, she accomplished that on
some days. The last rule…um…well, he wasn’t helping her. Not one little bit! So instead of running from him, Naya would
accept the attraction but with boundaries. If he wouldn’t agree to the rules, she would…well, she’d do something. So far,
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all of her plans weren’t working but she’d eventually end up with a winning plan. Luke Steele saw the lovely temptation
that was Naya and knew that his single days were over. Just like his three brothers before him, he’d found his soul mate
and he was willing to tumble headlong into marriage. Until she set up the rules. Rules to an affair? Oh, hell no! This
woman was his. Forever!
A broken boy and the girl who saves him in this swoony and sweet angsty, new adult romance! Life at its most complex
can be rescuing. Caleb Parker has fallen apart and her support has never wavered. But she knows the worst is yet to
come. Ruby Collins stood by him and he'll do anything to hang onto her. Even if it means admitting he needs help. With
the fallout from Caleb's actions affecting them both, Ruby is about to discover just how much they need each other.With
the past still looming, it could be the future that rescues them.
The New York Times bestseller One of America’s most original and biting comic satirists, Denis Leary takes on all the
poseurs, politicians, and pop culture icons who have sucked in public for far too long. Sparing no one, Leary zeroes in on
the ridiculous wherever he finds it—his Irish Catholic upbringing, the folly of celebrity, the pressures of family life, and the
great hypocrisy of politics—with the same bright, savage, and profane insight he brought to his critically acclaimed oneman shows No Cure for CancerLock ’n Load. Proudly Irish-American, defiantly working class, with a reserve of
compassion for the underdog and the overlooked, Leary delivers blistering diatribes that are both penetrating social
commentary with no holds barred and laugh-out-loud funny. As always, Leary’s impassioned comic perspective in Why
We Suck is right on target. Leary is the star and co-creator of the Emmy-nominated television show Rescue Me.
Amanda McHenry, a recent college graduate trying to make it big in the entertainment industry, must choose between the safety of her
relationship with her Harvard-educated boyfriend, and the man who has captured her heart, a friend of her drug-dealing brother. Reprint.
25,000 first printing.
Braeden: For five agonizing years now, I’ve tried to push the lush, far-too-sweet woman out of my life, and my dreams. She’s a human,
which makes her a danger to all the shifters in Night Falls. She’s also untouched, which makes her a danger to what little restraint I possess
around her with each passing day. But seeing as how she’s my little sister’s best friend, avoiding her hasn’t been easy. And now that
there’s a shooter targeting the pack, the only way I can keep Paisley safe is to keep her close. As if that weren’t impossible enough, the
pack alpha goes and makes a decree. For her protection, Paisley needs to be mated to someone in the pack by the end of the month. Damn
it all to hell. Paisley: I’m pretty sure the man hates me. To Braeden, I’ve always been the human he wished his sister would stop being
friends with—literally a different species from him, being that he and his sister are wolf-shifters and all. After years watching him blatantly keep
his distance, no one is more shocked than I am over his reaction when the shooter that’s after the pack takes aim at me. Previously
published as Comes Now the Wicked Woodsman (c) 2016—same yummy shifter story, just with minor edits throughout and a fresh title/cover.
PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx) Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley)
Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover) keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy PNR, alpha shifter, alpha
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MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
Emeka is an immigrant who has just arrived in America, landing at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport. He quickly realizes that he is now in a new
world, far from the life he lived in Africa. He’s not the only one facing challenges. The values decreed in Chief Agu’s household are
threatened by his Americanized son, and the chief rethinks sending his son away to study. Prince Ichie, a man whose wealth seemed
undeserved, dies unexpectedly. Okon struggles with universal minority stature, and Nene is incarcerated by her in-laws due to her husband’s
death. Aunty Elizabeth is forced to fling her baby into a fast-moving stream to save her own life during civil war. Finally, Emeka seeks love on
foreign soil and might find it in Nicole, but a miscarriage of justice and Emeka’s arrest for crimes he didn’t commit throws his future into
chaos. Just Arrived is a vivid portrait of several individuals struggling to acclimate to new cultures and new lives. The challenges they face are
all too real in a world both cruel and kind, loving and filled with hate.
“Stories of Slavery and Liberation” is collection of narratives of slaves and works of famous writers on the struggle for liberation from slavery.
Undoubtedly, the “narrative of slaves” is a documentary source that reveals from the inside through the eyes of slaves all aspects of their life,
often hidden from slave owners.
Since early childhood, Sara Kent has been experimented on—and dominated by—an alien scientist desperate to save his dying race of male
clones. She has passed every test, first out of fear, later because her children—the product of asexual genetic splicing—are being held hostage
on the alien’s spacecraft. As long as she cooperates, they’re safe, which means she’ll do anything, including engaging in a brief sexual
liaison with a random stranger so that the alien can study them. Unfortunately, Clay Ryerson—the hot guy she picks up in a bar for that
purpose—falls madly in love with her and refuses to break up despite her every effort. The more she pushes him away, the more determined
he becomes to rescue her from whatever is keeping them apart. Sara knows from brutal experience that she and the children aren’t the only
ones in danger. This alien will kill anyone who gets too close to his precious specimen, including a handsome would-be hero with a death
wish.
He’s not the kind of man I should want But he’s everything I need Our attraction is instant Our problems are immediate If I lose him, I fear
I’ll lose myself. Quinn He’s a bad boy who lives hard and plays harder…but somehow, I can’t resist him… I know I’m not a failure, even after
dropping out of college, but the challenge is proving it to everyone else. And when an opportunity knocks, I know I’m going to grab it and
convert it into something meaningful. I didn’t expect Leo Delaney. He’s the town troublemaker, a ripped alpha male who is nothing I need,
but everything my curves crave. I know my brother wouldn’t approve of me getting involved with his best friend, but how can I resist when
Leo’s body is as bitingly hot as his tongue? And that’s why when things heat up between us, we decide to keep it a secret, no matter what.
…So what will I do now that I’m pregnant with his baby? Leo She’s broken all my rules, but I might end up breaking her heart. That is, if she
doesn’t break mine first. I lived my life by two simple rules: Never stay in one place too long, and never stay with the same woman for more
than three nights. I ran through women like wine and savored every single sip. I knew what I wanted and I let nothing stand in my way. Then
Quinn Moore crashed into my life and shattered all of my rules. Every time I lock eyes with her, all sense and ‘shoulds’ go out of the window
The only problem? Her brother is my best friend and I know if he ever finds out about us, I’m a dead man. Even knowing the score, I can’t
keep my hands off her. She’s smart, irresistible, and oh man…that hourglass figure…it should be illegal. She’s dangerous in the best way and
despite the sneaking around, secrets and siblings, I can’t resist her. This is messed up, way too messed up!
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One broken heart. One battered soul. No one said life would be fair or easy. Quiet, Peruvian-born artist Cassie Lopez
learned this the hard way. Betrayed by the man she planned to marry, she shut herself off as far away from all but her
closest friend from college… Until the night Luke Denton came crashing into her Colorado mountain sanctuary with a
vengeance. Confused by her heart's response to this kind and gentle man, Cassie pushes herself to help the cowboy
recover quickly so she can send him on his way. But Luke’s patience and understanding threaten to break down the very
defenses she needs to survive in this world after he's gone. Search-and-Rescue worker Luke, who lost his wife and
unborn child in a tragic accident, also knows firsthand of the unfairness of life. He keeps his own nightmares at bay by
focusing on his rescue activities, most recently adopting and working with abused and neglected horses. Can two
wounded people find trust and love together? Do nightmares end where dreams come true? SPECIAL NOTE: This book
contains a number of chapters that focus on the continuing journey of Adam and Karla Montague. Rather than publish it
as a separate short novel, Kallypso Masters chose to incorporate them into Luke and Cassie’s story. But it’s a bonus for
readers who get an enormous book—for a much longer Rescue Me Saga visit with some of the couples you love!
Who am I? What can I know? What ought I do? We needed to work through the most important spiritual lessons which all
of us must learn: passion, betrayal and forgiveness. There is always a wilderness in us. It's a very necessary, crucial and
divine detour to bring us home to ourselves after a lifetime of running away. Many of us always want to fast track our lives
journey. Just because you failed at a relationship doesn't mean you are a failure. We have to pass through the
wilderness before getting to the promise land. There are many stumbling objects on the path. Wilderness is a bleak,
numbing word that instantly calls to mind a feeling of hopelessness, nothingness, barrenness and most of all, a sense of
powerlessness. There's a reason that the biblical expression "the voice of the one crying in the wilderness" has come to
mean abject abandonment. You can wail and gnash your teeth all you want, but in the Wilderness no one hears your
heart tearing asunder except God, who presumably sent you there. Ironically, according to ancient legend, the word
Wilderness didn't conjure up a place of punishment, but rather a place of learning, spiritual growth, understanding,
healing and accomplishment. It referred to a wellspring of Divine energy in the guise of despair, hardship and pain; your
experience in the Wilderness was designed to prepare or propel you toward your destiny. Or pry you loose from whatever
was keeping you from it. Still, one does not enthusiastically sign up for the Wilderness cure the way we might for a
restorative spell at Mount Everest or a confidence-building week in a retreat camp. Instead, we are usually thrust into the
Wilderness by horrific circumstances that not only try our souls but seriously call into question our belief in God. In life,
the smarter you are, the more things can scare you but to fear is one thing and to let fear grab you around the tail and
swing you around is another. What difference does it make if the things you're scared of are real or not? You need to
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navigate your way through fear to achieve your big dream. The Israelites of the Old Testament were lucky. They
wandered in the wilderness for forty years. Most of us stumble through trial, terror and triumphs of life's terrain a lot
longer, usually until we're ready, willing and able to come face-to-face with the truth about ourselves. But we don't know
we're worthy of success until we set out in search of the Promise Land. In this book, you will also get the insight to:
“Know when to say no”; “Live to fight another day”; “Success is progress”; “Dream big”; “Go the extra mile”; “Who is
your role model”; “The down fall of a man”; “Life is a risk”; “Give me another chance”; “Don't give up”; “Pride Goes
before a fall”; "Courage to excel"; “Dwelling in Possibilities”; Making a difference in a chaotic World and many more. Get
your copy now; you will be glad you did. • There are moments that have made a difference in the trajectory of your life:
the successes and failure that have define you; the loves and hates, gains and losses, promises and pain that have
bound you; the risks and ruins, tumults and triumphs that set you free. This is a unique book indeed - Starlight
Organization • Hon. George Adioni Sinclair says; learn how to say ‘I am sorry’ even if you are right. If this message
offends you in one way or the other, I am sorry. My apologies. – Reverend George-Blessing
Can an ancient tragedy be rewritten into a modern happily ever after? Artemis was the twin sister of Apollo. Apollo tricked
her into killing Orion when he saw his sister was about to sacrifice her virginity to the man she loved. In my humble
opinion that was a lousy thing for her brother to do and I cannot let their love story end there. Property developer Artemis
Smith loves her work but has time for little else in her life. After five years of plotting and planning she lands a coveted
project in her beloved Portland, Maine. To her dismay, Portland’s favorite playboy signs on as the project’s largest
backer. Venture capitalist Jack Orion possesses what every man dreams of–prestige, power, and the body and face of a
god. He plays hard, works hard, and plans to take his business international with the aid of an advantageous marriage.
The morning Artemis storms into Jack’s office and accuses him of sabotaging her project all of his well laid plans fly out
the window. Someone dangerous is targeting Artemis and her build site. Someone who will stop at nothing to get their
hands on her project. Can she trust Jack to help her or is he part of the problem?
Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Onyx)An MC shifter romanceChrista Wick
Spend every day with Jesus as you read through the Bible in one year! The CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible
provides a rich variety of bite-size readings for each day of the week, with guided devotions by beloved pastor Selwyn
Hughes. From day one, each of the 365 daily readings includes a selection from the Old Testament, New Testament,
Psalms, and Proverbs. Encountering the four different Scripture selections together at the same time alongside the
corresponding devotion will yield fresh and new insights as you read through God’s Word in one year. Features include:
One-year Bible reading plan guided by pastor Selwyn Hughes, select daily Scripture portions from both the Old and New
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Testaments, 365 devotions including daily prayer and reflective questions with journaling space, elegantly designed
pages with area to mark completion of each day’s reading, 9.5-type size, black-letter text, and more. The CSB Every
Day with Jesus Daily Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The
CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with
Scripture's life-transforming message and to share it with others.
Resolving to avoid relationships outside of his own breed, lion shapeshifter Rule Breaker resists his passions for a
human woman he considers too fun-loving and fragile to protect herself, in a debut hardcover release of a latest entry in
the best-selling series that includes Navarro's Promise. 100,000 first printing.
With his kingdom on the brink of war, Prince Valerian Radu must find a mate but convincing Princess Shasta LaVeau, a
witch and werewolf, to be his mate proves to be a battle in and of itself.
Heather is taken. Storm will move mountains and galaxies to bring her home. Earth and Vespia are working well together
for the betterment of both societies. Heather and Storm, the Vespian ambassador to Earth, are finally settled into their
marriage and home, when she is called back to Earth. Heather is now six months pregnant and finds her mate a bit
overprotective. She can’t help it if she glows when she’s frustrated. Things get a little more complicated when she is
called home because of Ialog, the man who keeps trying to separate them. He released information, making it appear
she was being mistreated by the Vespians. How is she going to hide her pregnancy? She left Earth sterile. Storm isn’t
happy about his mate leaving the safety of Vespia, but also wants to prove that Heather is happy and safe under his
care. He knows Ialog and is worried the man is going to try to take his mate from him again. His fears become very real
when Ialog kidnaps her. Now he has to find a way to bring her home. This is book three in The Vespian Way series but
can be enjoyed independently.
Margot doesn't have time for love. Will is afraid to love. And neither of them are expecting to fall in love with Blossom: a
gentle Staffy with a tragic past, a belly made for rubbing and a head the size of a football. After their first meeting at the
rescue centre, both Margot and Will want to adopt Blossom so reluctantly agree to share custody. But Will's obsession
for micro-managing and clear-cut boundaries and Margot's need to smother Blossom with affection, means that soon
they have a very confused and badly behaved dog on their hands. Can they put their differences aside to become
successful "co-pawrents" and maybe even friends? And meanwhile, does Blossom have plans of her own?
When Deputy Sam Brooks commits to something, nothing can sway him--not just on the job as liaison between the
Mercy Falls sheriff's department and PEAK Rescue, but in his private life. He's the one who stuck around to take care of
his mother after his father's accidental death. And he's the one--perhaps the only one--who believes Sierra Rose is the
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perfect girl for him. Safe, practical, and organized, she's nothing like her hippie, impulsive, bleeding heart sister, Willow.
Willow, however, has been in love with Sam Brooks for as long as she can remember. But she wants her sister to have a
happy ending. Besides, Willow has other things to focus on--namely, nabbing the job as youth pastor for her small-town
church. Best thing for her to do is to purge Sam from her heart. Neither can predict the events that will bring them
together in a fight for their lives in the forbidding wilderness of Glacier National Park. Stranded, injured, and with the
winter weather closing in, Sam and Willow will have to work together to save a crew of terrified teenagers. As they fight to
survive, they might just discover a new hope for love.
Ezechimere-King Made by God, is the first of a three part saga which he has written to entertain as well as enlighten
readers on the rich history and traditions of pre-missionary Nigeria. Coming from two opposite socio-economic ends of
culture, Ezechimere and Adeze held a next to impossible chance of having their romance blossom into an acceptable
relationship. Can Ezechimere and Adeze's love overcome the odds and perservere?
Who I am in Christ is a six-month journey to further grasp what God’s Word has to say about identity in Him. Every day
is filled with Scripture, encouragement, and opportunity to pray and grow closer to the LORD. Join with me each day in
encountering God’s truth and finding freedom and empowerment to believe and walk out who He has declared you to
be.
This exciting new bind-up features all three of Leslie Margolis's pitch-perfect Maggie Brooklyn Mystery novels in one sleek package! In Girl's
Best Friend, dogs are disappearing in Maggie Brooklyn Sinclair's neighborhood, and she knows all about it. After all, she has a semi-secret
after-school gig as a professional (okay, amateur) dog walker. Maggie may have a lot of leads, but she never suspected her crush Milo could
be involved In Vanishing Acts, a movie starring the young heartthrob Seth Ryan starts filming in Maggie's neighborhood, and everyone has
movie mania. Maggie manages to capture Seth's attention, but then he disappears! Everyone thinks he's been kidnapped, but Maggie knows
better. In Secrets at the Chocolate Mansion, someone is out to sabotage the new sweet shop in the neighborhood. Maggie's on the case, but
her new babysitting gig has her and her twin brother Finn hanging out in what they fear may be a real haunted mansion. And it's hard to solve
real life mysteries when you think you're seeing ghosts!
Every night for three years the vengeful King Shahriyar sleeps with a different virgin, executing her the next morning. To end this brutal
pattern and to save her own life, the vizier's daughter, Shahrazad, begins to tell the king stories of adventure, love, riches and wonder - tales
of mystical lands peopled with princes and hunchbacks, the Angel of Death and magical spirits, tales of the voyages of Sindbad, of Ali Baba
outwitting a band of forty thieves and of jinnis trapped in rings and in lamps. The sequence of stories will last 1,001 nights.
Jim Standish, a certifiable tough guy, had been given a medical discharge by his government and was floating through life. While saving a coworker's life, he lost his low-stress job and befriended a lethal AI robot who could and would quietly kill anyone it distrusted. . . including Jim,
if he was careless. While helping his new friend, Jim got engaged to a beautiful, tough, no-nonsense attorney who had her own special
talents . . . and problems, even an incredible inheritance that she told no one about. He set up his own sleuth agency to be near her. His first
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project was more dangerous than expected, and now his fiancée has been targeted for assassination by bad guys who are after Jim
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